
JO-2019-Al-03

WORK OFFER Ref. No. JO-2019-Al-03

Employer Information
Employer: Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property Website:
 104 Mecca Street, Amman

Amman
Jordan

Location of placement:
Nearest airport:
Working hours per week: 48.0
Working hours per day: 10.0

Number of employees: 1000+
Business or products: Intellectual property services (trademarks, Patents…)

Student Required
General Discipline: Other Completed years of study: 3 
Field of Study: Artificial Intelligence Language required: English  Excellent   

     
   

Required Knowledge and Experiences: Other requirements:
Previous training is required.
 

Work Offered 
The scope of this project is to work with our Intellectual Property team to implement AI technology in order to help intelligently automate certain business
processes and take advantage of our corporate big data in order to provide better insights and analytics on customers to our management team from
previous email correspondence and client financial history.

Candidates will be considered as though they are working on a corporate project and are expected to fully document business requirements provided by
AGIP staff, brainstorm ideas regarding how to solve the issue, come up with an optimal solution design, request the needed hardware/software infrastructure
to fulfill the project based on open source technologies (tensorflow, scikit, etc), code and test the solution, fully document the develop the code and
implement the solution in our live environment.

The solution may need to be integrated with internal systems and the graduates will have access to our internal development team to help facilitate this. All
of our systems have been developed internally so candidates will have access to a rich source of technical expertise (none have AI development
experience).
All documentation shall be developed in English and candidates are expected to have expertise in machine learning and natural language processing and
setting up AI development environments.

The candidates will be treated as experts in AI technology and are expected to act as full time, professional employees of the Group, abiding to all of its bye-
laws. They are expected to be resourceful and use their own initiative to solve problems as well as work as part of a team and have good communication
skills.
Previous AI development experience is an absolute must and the candidate must be able to prove this. This is seen as a strategic project and the successful
completion of it may lead to opportunities with TAG-Org in the future. 
 

Number of weeks offered: 16 - 24 Working environment: Research and development;Office work;Field
work 

Within the months: 01-JUL-2019 - 30-NOV-2019 Gross pay: 65 JOD / Week 
Or within: -  Deduction to be expected: 0 
Holidays: -  Payment method / frequency: /

Accomodation
Canteen at work: No   
Expected type of accommodation: Estimated cost of lodging: 60 JOD / Week 
Accommodation will be arranged by: Incoming Student Estimated cost of living incl. lodging: 110 JOD / Week 

Additional Information

 

Nomination Information
Deadline for nomination:  Please send nominations by Exchange Platform 

 
  

IAESTE JORDAN

15-MAR-2019

MAC
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